Description
I run Xmipp job using Appion in cluster. The job finished. However there is no output in the Appion interface. The job directory is: /gpfs/appion/zzhang/16nov25e/align/maxlike7

Related issues:
Related to Appion - Bug #4622: AverageStack fails with Stack is too large err...  Closed 11/28/2016

History
#1 - 12/07/2016 05:58 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Related to Bug #4622: AverageStack fails with Stack is too large error when the computer has too much memory added

#2 - 12/07/2016 06:00 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from New to Duplicate
- Target version set to Appion/Leginon 3.3
- Affected Version changed from Appion/Leginon 3.2 to Appion/Leginon 3.3

Failed at the same step during averaging stack.